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THEY HAVE TAKEN OUR JEWISH & GIVE US ARABS IN RETURN SAID DEVEDJAN
FRENCH DEPUTY
ALLUDING GERMANS VERSUS THE MIGRANTS

Paris, Washington DC, 15.09.2015, 02:14 Time

USPA NEWS - Patrick Devedjan alluding the Germans, said “They have taken our Jewish, and give us the Arabs in return.“� and
delivered a provocative sentence of bad taste, which has shocked both the public opinion, organisations of human rights and the
political opposition. Mr Devedjan belongs to "Republicans"

Patrick Devedjian, deputy of Les Republicains (Right Party in France) of Hauts-de-Seine who he is also president of the General
County Council. As he dropped this sentence on Friday, he has not done it in a popular neutral, or familial context, but before the
perfect Jean-François Carenco, at a press conference in the Region Ile de prefecture France. This bad gesture is not really welcomed
surrounded by journalists and the prefect and other political authorities.
Sure, the politician Right Wing of "The Republicans" apologised shortly after having made an unfortunate joke, but the reference is
terrible and stated publicly.--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Recall that in his path militants, Patrick Devedjian, albeit young, he was 21, has not always been on the side of "Les Republicains". as
he has in fact belonged to the far-right movement West. An activist movement follower of coups and especially punches. The League
for Human Rights of the Hauts-de-Seine condemned "strongly" about the "unacceptable" Patrick Devedjian. Patrick Devedjian, said he
“�regret" who spoke a "funny joke displaced" but these arguments were insufficient to extinguish the controversy.The Socialist Party
of Hauts De Seine, his resignation, LDH, and invites him to prove his guilt "by supporting the reception of refugees in all the cities of
the department through its primary jurisdiction that is social action."
The sad irony is that Patrick Devedjian is also child immigrated since he is French, of Armenian origin. he is the son of Roland
Devedjian, an Armenian engineer born in Sivas in Turkey, immigrated to France because of the Armenian Genocide, and Monique
Wallis born in Boulogne-sur-Mer, Patrick Devedjian is a student at the local school of La Frette-sur-Seine , the Armenian college
Moorat Samuel-de Sèvres. Patrick Devedjian is indeed, the son of immigrants, so who fled their country in war ... the memory is short
for some people.
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